Cultures of Deliberation in Apex Courts

Cultures of deliberation in apex courts, national and transnational, differ in many respects. Deliberations are prepared in quite different ways and with different degrees of thoroughness. Different courts take different amounts of time for deliberation among the judges. Some courts deliberate in public while the great majority have confidential deliberations. In many courts, judges discuss in the presence of clerks or registrars; in many others, only the judges are allowed to be present. Some courts deliberate in a very consensus-oriented manner, with elements of compromise in the decision-making process, others don’t. Some courts seem more or less split into political (including ethnic or religious) factions, others seem to operate in a less politicized, more integrative manner. The project will explore such differences in a more systematic way than has been done, so far, with a particular view to identifying aspects of the institutional framework that are likely to help prevent political polarization and to contribute to constructive deliberation. This will include comparing rules and traditions concerning the composition of courts and the recruitment of judges, the role and powers of presidents, the role of non-judicial court personnel, the internal process of decisionmaking, including rules for deliberation and voting, the admissibility of separate judicial opinions etc. Besides analyses of the relevant literature, interviews with judges will help to understand how these and other framework conditions bear upon the functionality of judicial deliberation.

Recommended Reading

Constitutional Courts (in the broader sense, including Supreme Courts with the power to review legislation) differ in the way they produce judgments. In the US Supreme Court, for example, judges take very little time for discussion in conference, and writing decisions is not much of a collaborative enterprise. In the German Constitutional Court, by contrast, judges deliberate extensively and produce their decisions in a collaborative effort, with extensive text redaction in conference.

How do such differences come about, and what are their effects on the resulting decisions? Does deliberation matter? Are some courts more polarized (and their decisions more polarizing) than others because they don’t deliberate extensively, or are they non-deliberative as a consequence of polarization? Is deliberation associated with a search for consensus, and vice versa? Should judges, and constitutional judges in particular, aim at consensus, or should they rather voice their own opinions with a maximum of clarity and consistency, undistorted by compromise? Is compromise a political category that has no place in the making of judicial decisions? And how do institutional frameworks concerning the recruitment and status of judges, the transparency or intransparency of deliberations, voting, permission to publish separate opinions, etc., contribute to a culture of deliberation that is likely to activate the rationalizing potential of deliberation? My talk will be a report from work in progress on these questions.
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